Welcome to the future of dentistry

Meet

Dr. ZDENKO TRAMPUŠ, DDS

ALL-ON-4 & Zygoma
All-on-4

ENJOY Relaxing Dental Spa Treatments

Before and After: SMILE, PLEASE!

1st DENTAL SPA BAR & Bodyforming Institute
“Due to an overall advancement of dentistry, implantology in particular, today we can honestly say that everyone can get their “third”, perfectly functional and highly aesthetically pleasing teeth, in only two hours spent on a dental chair”

Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS
WELCOME TO THE DENTAL CARE OF THE FUTURE, WELCOME TO ORTOIMPLANT DENTAL SPA! ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS GET READY FOR A TOTAL MAKE-OVER OF YOUR SMILE, AND WE WILL TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING ELSE.

Dental Spa concept is a unique dental care concept based on hi-tech achievements, led by Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS, which integrates top-notch dental care with spa therapy, including the first dental spa bar and Bodyforming Institute, all in one place – at Ilica Street 283, Zagreb, Croatia.

SPECIALISING IN ALL-ON-4 AND ZYGOMA ALL-ON-4

Ortoimplant Dental Spa medical practice specialises in the most advanced methods for treating loss of teeth – All-on-4 and Zygoma All-on-4. The All-on-4 method refers to the placement of four implants in each jaw, which support a digitally designed dental arch. Thanks to Zygoma All-on-4 method, on the other hand, there are no more obstacles to placing fixed dental implants even in patients with complete lack of bone matter in the upper jaw.

ALL DENTAL CARE SERVICES IN ONE PLACE

In addition to innovative dental procedures All-on-4 and Zygoma All-on-4, Ortoimplant Dental Spa medical practice is unique of its kind also by uniting all dental services and top-notch technology in one place. With a team consisting of top doctors, everything is available – from aesthetic procedures, prosthetics, complete reconstruction, functional therapy, endodontics, implantology and surgical procedures to orthodontics. As all of the services are available within the same facility, complete RTG diagnostics can be performed on the spot. The practice includes a dental technical laboratory as well.
ENJOY SPA TREATMENTS
Thanks to Dental Spa concept, there is no reason to avoid regular dental checkups any more. High-end spa treatments are a popular way to eliminate stress and anxiety related to going to the dentist. With the help of the latest technology, a dental visit has finally become a pleasant and painless experience, enhanced by immunostimulatory face-, head- and neck massages, lymph drainage, oxygen facial therapy and magnetic bioresonance.

DREAM ON A DENTAL CHAIR
Being the first Croatian dental practice registered for anaesthesiology, we went one step further – from now on you can forget about pain, dream on a dental chair and wake up with your new teeth. Despite the fact that, generally, dental procedures are being performed under local anaesthesia, a certain number of patients still chooses sedation. Sedation is a condition of reduced consciousness that is achieved by injecting specific medications into the central nervous system, under complete control of an anaesthesiologist. It is applied in dental procedures of greater scope, which require that the patient is still, as well as with patients who show intense fear from dental procedures.

ZUU BAR AND BODYFORMING INSTITUTE
In accordance with our integrative approach, to us, caring for a healthy and beautiful smile means a lot more than just visiting the dentist. Thus, the Dental Spa concept also includes ZUU BAR, the first dental spa bar in which we take care of your smile, as well as the Bodyforming Institute for body shaping – all created from a vision initiated by Dr. Zdenko Trampuš.
The story about the one-of-a-kind Ortoimplant Dental Spa dental practice would have never been told if Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS, had not envisioned it and made it happen. This dental medicine visionary and implantology leader in Croatia is famous for his relentless research, presenting and introducing the latest dental technology and procedures in dental practice.

Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS, graduated from the Faculty of Stomatology of the University of Zagreb and received further education in 2008 in the field of implantology at UCLA (University of California Los Angeles, SAD).

**UNSURPASSED CLINICAL SKILLS**

In 1993 he opened his own private dental practice, and in 2006 he opened the health care facility Ortoimplant. In 2003 he founded the company SMT DENT for the representation of high-end technology in the fields of medicine and dentistry.

As part of his ongoing further education to advance his clinical skills, Dr. Trampuš completed the training on All-on-4 Implantology Concept in the Malo Clinic Centre in Lisbon (Portugal), the Master of Aesthetic Rehabilitation at the ACE Institute in Italy, as well as the Master at the Academy of Piezosurgery in Italy. Thus, Dr. Trampuš has become the first to introduce the most advanced method for solving the problem of edentulism, the Zygoma All-on-4, into the Croatian clinical dentistry system.

More than 300 interventions in implantology per year and more than 200 All-on-4 and surgical procedures in solving edentulism make Dr. Zdenko Trampuš an absolute authority in the field of implantology.

**A DENTAL MEDICINE VISIONARY**

In 2008, teamed up with the world-renowned implantologist Dr. Saša Jovanović from UCLA, Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS was the first in the world who used biomorphogene proteins (BMP2) on a patient in order to achieve a vertical and horizontal bone growth as a future basis for the insertion of an implant. His visionary work was acknowledged when he was admitted as an honorary member of the oldest international dental association ICD (International College of Dentistry). He became the first Croatian doctor of dental medicine admitted to ICD.

In addition to ICD, Dr. Trampuš is a member of other professional associations, including the American Association of Oral Implantology, the European Academy of Piezosurgery, the International Congress of Oral Implantologists, Functional Diagnostics and Therapy Association (GFDT), the Croatian Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Plastic Surgery and Reconstructive Surgery of the Head and the Croatian Medical Association.
“Your comfort and your health are our top priority, so we will make every effort to provide you with the best dental experience that you have ever had.”

Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS
DENTAL IMPLANTS HAVE CHANGED THE FACE OF 21ST CENTURY DENTISTRY – THEY FIT EVERYONE AND CAN BE INSERTED EVEN IN CASES OF BONE MATTER LACK, AND THEY SIGNIFICANTLY RAISE THE QUALITY OF LIFE.

Lack of teeth can seriously damage the quality of life. Besides being the cause of functional difficulties, such lack presents an aesthetic problem as well. Fortunately, this is where implantology comes into play. Implantology is a branch of dental medicine that provides a solution to all forms of edentulism – from compensation for one to compensation for all teeth in the jaw.

Implants are an aesthetically acceptable, functional and long-lasting solution. Here’s why:

IMPLANTS FIT EVERYONE...
Dental implants are appropriate for absolutely everyone, both young people and old people – the only exception are patients suffering from systemic diseases such as blood dyscrasias, cancer and patients undergoing chemotherapy or radiation treatment.

...EVEN IN CASES OF BONE LOSS
The Zygoma All-on-4 method includes implant placement into the zygomatic bone (cheekbone), which entirely removes any obstacles to implant insertion in people with complete bone resorption.

IMPLANTS PROTECT HEALTHY TEETH...
Healthy teeth adjacent to the space left by the missing tooth need to be prepared for bridge or crown fixation (cut down or polished) to reduce their size and this shortens their life. In the case of dental implants, they are fixated at the place of a missing tooth, which means that your natural healthy teeth are kept intact.
AND BOOST SELF-CONFIDENCE

Some people avoid looking at another in the eye because they are ashamed of their bad teeth. They could also have problems communicating due to their tendency to talk with their jaw partially closed. They usually don’t smile as much. However, with implants you don’t have to hide your smile anymore. Moreover, dental implants take years off your face, by providing this crucial structure that the face needs and gives you a youthful appearance.

WHAT ARE DENTAL IMPLANTS?

Dental implant can be described as an artificial root built into the bone that replaces the tooth’s natural root. Bio-compatible titanium based implants tie together with the jaw bone and are surgically fixed to the bone of upper and/or lower jaw. This feature enables the implant to completely coalesce with the bone and behaves like its integral part. A crown or bridge can be fixed on one or more implants, which restores the feeling and function of natural teeth.

You don’t have to hide your smile anymore!
Show the world your perfect smile thanks to All-on-4 method – a method of inserting four implants into every jaw, which support a digitally designed dental arch.

If you have ever wore a dental prosthesis, you surely must be familiar with the discomfort it causes in the mouth – a prosthesis can irritate gums, requires attention regarding disinfection, and patients cannot feel food with full palate. Not to mention the constant insecurities and inadequate aesthetics of dental prosthesis.

Fortunately, in this day and age, patients with complete loss of teeth can confidently show their smile thanks to the All-on-4 method.

Say goodbye to prosthesis

The innovative All-on-4 method enables complete dental arch reconstruction with only 4 implants. All-on-4 is a fast-solution system by which four implants, supporting a digitally designed dental arch, are inserted into the upper or lower jaw. This is a computer guided procedure, performed according to the latest therapy concept and the implants used are among the best in the market. Two of the four implants are placed in a straight position and the other two at a 45 degree angle, which eliminates the need for long bone augmentation procedures and sinus lifting.

Only the best for you

All this makes the treatment faster and more painless. Immediately upon the surgery the patient receives a teeth prototype which serves as a temporary solution, while the lasting prosthetic solution is finished in two months following the procedure. This significantly reduces the period of recovery and waiting for new teeth, and the temporary solution delivered on the same day the procedure is performed, due to its functionality and aesthetics, automatically leads to improvement in the patient’s quality of life and an increase in their self-confidence.

The highest standards of quality and aesthetics

Ortoimplant Dental Spa performs dental procedures according to the TITAN/GRA-DIA „GC“ standard, which guarantees the best quality as well as aesthetic perfection that are impossible to achieve using other materials.
“Zygoma All-on-4 enables us to implant four zygomatic implants even to a completely dysfunctional upper jaw, giving permanent teeth to people who have lost all hope, just after a few hours in the chair.”

1. All-on-4 is a method applied among patients whose daily life demands are extremely high.

2. All-on-4 implantation procedure lasts only a few hours – this might sound impossible, but this global technology hit enables patients to say “goodbye” to their old prosthesis within only two hours.

3. Immediately upon the procedure, the patient receives a temporary prosthetic solution, whereas the final made-to-measure teeth are finished within the following 2 months.

4. New teeth within 24 hours are possible with teeth extraction as well. It is important to stress that there is no damage to the organism and the system is maximally safe for the patient.

5. With this one-time procedure you will have teeth like they are your own and be able to enjoy eating without difficulties – immediately after the surgery.

6. Maintaining oral hygiene is the same as with natural teeth.

7. The procedure can be done on patients with diabetes, osteoporosis or another condition which can be contraindicated for bone augmentation.
THE LACK OF UPPER JAW BONE IS NO LONGER AN OBSTACLE TO IMPLANT INSERTION AND TEETH RESTORATION INTO AN ENTIRELY TOOTHLESS JAW

Despite the fact that implants are an unrivalled dental procedure for addressing toothlessness, the greatest obstacle for dental implants so far has been a lack of bone matter where the implant should be placed. If the root is missing for a longer period of time, the location of the missing tooth loses bone matter. Until now, this was addressed...
You may have been told that, because of bone lack in your upper jaw, you are not a suitable candidate for implants and that your only option is the outdated and uncomfortable prosthesis or bone augmentation (sinus lift). However, you should know that, thanks to the Zygoma All-on-4 method, everyone can get implants!

**WE ALREADY HAVE YOUR PERFECT SMILE**

You may have been told that, because of bone lack in your upper jaw, you are not a suitable candidate for implants and that your only option is the outdated and uncomfortable prosthesis or bone augmentation (sinus lift). However, you should know that, thanks to the Zygoma All-on-4 method, everyone can get implants!

**A REVOLUTIONARY METHOD**

Due to the Zygoma All-on-4 technology, only one visit is enough to transform anyone’s smile into a beautiful one. This most advanced and, as scientific research has confirmed, a 100% successful method ensures complete solution to edentulism, even in cases with total resorption of the upper jaw bone.

Zygoma implants are a revolutionary, new generation of implants, which are inserted into the upper jaw bone. They range from 3.5 to 5.75 cm in length and have a radius of 4.2 mm. The method was developed by Per Ingvar Brånemark, a Swedish professor and scientist, who dedicated a huge part of his scientific work to osseointegration – functional joining of the bone and implant.

**IMPLANTS ARE SUITABLE FOR EVERYONE**

These revolutionary dental implants eliminate the need for bone transplant or sinus lift because implants are implanted directly into the cheekbones which can adequately support the implants. Thus, they present the best alternative for the long process of adding bone matter (bone augmentation), which used to be the only solution for people with chronic bone resorption of the upper jaw. In addition, implantation can be computer guided, which makes the success rate of their insertion almost 100%.
MEET OUR PATIENTS
SMILE, PLEASE!

THE BEST TESTIMONY TO THE SUCCESS OF ALL-ON-4 AND ZYGOMA ALL-ON-4 PROCEDURES IN THE ORTOIMPLANT DENTAL SPA DENTAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN BY OUR HAPPY AND SATISFIED, SMILING PATIENTS

BEFORE

AFTER
After a few years of searching for the right dentist, I finally ended up in Ortoimplant clinic. At our first meeting, Dr. Trampuš and I agreed on the All-on-4 method. Two and a half years later, here I am, equally excited and welcoming my clients with a smile. Last year, my father underwent an 86 hour treatment at the same clinic and he is extremely satisfied. If you need a radical dental intervention, I wholeheartedly recommend Dr. Zdenko Trampuš and his clinic Ortoimplant.

Mag. Francka Štajdohar, Slovenia
MEET OUR PATIENTS
SMILE, PLEASE!

BEFORE

AFTER

16
My friend told me about the Ortoimplant Dental Spa dental practice – I went there to do my free first check-up which was very thorough. The team determined the diagnosis and issued a preliminary invoice. I was so pleasantly surprised with their expertise, kindness and price that I did not think twice. It was “now or never”. I opted for sedation, and when I opened my eyes, I had new teeth. Thanks to Zygoma All-on-4, I now have the smile I have always wanted. There are no words that could express how thankful I am to Dr. Zdenko Trampuš and his team for helping me restore my self-confidence and my life.

Nataša Čehič, Slovenia
Am I a candidate for dental implants?
Be it complete toothlessness or only one missing tooth – implantology is the best solution. Only with implants will you feel like you have natural teeth!

How much experience do Ortoimplant Dental Spa doctors have in implant placement?
Dr. Trampuš and his team of dental medicine experts have the most advanced degrees and international certificates, as well as decades of experience in the field.

Why does Ortoimplant Dental Spa use Noris Medical dental implants?
Noris Medical is the leading manufacturer of dental implants of the highest quality. Its implants are safe and reliable, especially effective in ensuring the “immediate functions” (implants and teeth in one day).

Who is an ideal candidate for the All-on-4 or Zygoma All-on-4 procedure?
Everyone, really. Not even jawbone atrophy is an obstacle, because the minimal amount of bone is enough to perform the All-on-4 concept. Unless the patient had a tumor or any systemic diseases (having undergone bisphosphonate therapy), the All-on-4 procedure is an appropriate option.

What is the recovery time after the All-on-4 procedure?
The healing period varies, but with All-on-4 implies the following: prescription pain medication is usually necessary for 2-3 days, swelling associated with the procedure varies but usually returns to normal in 3-5 days. Patients are often able to return to work 2-3 days following the surgery, and normal physical activity can also resume at about the same time.

Can both jaws be done the same day?
Thanks to our all-in-one facility and our technological advantages, we can easily perform a “double arch” case in one day with the same outstanding results. Ortoimplant team pay utmost attention to the patient’s comfort and will see to it that you are treated like family during the entire process.

How painful is the All-on-4 procedure?
Due to Dental Spa specific pain management approach, both pain and discomfort are entirely eliminated. Many patients claim that the postoperative pain is insignificant compared with tooth ache – any discomfort can be easily reduced with over-the-counter pain relievers. Surgical implant placement is less aggressive than tooth extraction. Implant placement is performed under local anaesthesia, which eliminates pain, and for people prone to anxiety sedation is the best solution.

How does an All-on-4 treatment option differ from dentures?
A mobile denture is a removable device
that is controlled by the patient and needs to be removed for cleaning and maintenance. It is made from acrylic resin with ready-made teeth and it is attached using metal hooks with crowns to adjacent teeth. A cost effective, proven option is the All-on-4 procedure. New teeth are affixed to 4 implants per jaw to look, feel and function like natural teeth.

**How strong will my new teeth be, and will I be able to eat more easily?**

You will be able to eat without worrying about slippage or your teeth falling out. Bite force with implants is by far superior to that of dentures. Your new implant-supported bridge can be cleaned in your mouth through brushing and flossing like natural teeth.

**I was told that I have so much bone loss that I would not be able to wear my new teeth for months. What is the solution?**

Because of the design and nature of the implants used with the All-on-4 technique, bone augmentation will be necessary only in extreme cases. To patients experiencing the most severe instances of bone loss, we recommend the Zygoma All-on-4 method.

**What can I eat right after the procedure?**

A modified diet is required until you receive your final fixed framework within the period between 2 and 6 months. In the meantime, you can eat anything that can be cut with a fork because temporary crowns last a few months.
Can you imagine going to the dentist simultaneously being a relaxing spa experience? Forget about imagining – simply visit Ortoimplant Dental Spa dental practice and make it real.

Going to the dentist has finally become a perfectly pleasant and pain-free experience. In a relaxed atmosphere, all in one place, you will receive the most high-end dental care service in Croatia, as well as Dental Spa treatments, including lymph drainage therapy, massages, aromatherapy, oxygen therapy, biomagnetic resonance and other medical therapies that will prepare you for your dental treatment or provide post-treatment care to soothe you – with a service like this, your beautiful smile is achieved in record time.

Dentistry and Spa – Two in One
Every dental surgical procedure or implant placement in Dr. Trampuš’s medical practice starts with lymph drainage, which enables the patient to return to their normal activities faster. Lymph drainage decreases the symptoms of swollen tissue, pain, anxiety and stress, and simultaneously...
Benefits of the Dental Spa Concept

With spa treatments, discomfort is reduced to a minimum, pain and swelling are eliminated completely, and patients recover in record time.

calms down facial redness and improves blood circulation. Since drainage movements are slow and light, everyone enjoys this technique. What follows next is antibiotic and anti-inflammatory premedication, which eliminates the possibility of infection as well as very unpleasant facial pain or swelling.

**ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY**

After the procedure, the patient undergoes oxygen therapy and biomagnetic resonance that helps re-establish body harmony as well as proper bodily functions, thus restoring balance and health. This advanced method decreases all stressful vibrations and eliminates toxins, which in turn strengthens the immune system and initiates the self-healing mechanism of the body.

Being among the first dental care practices in Croatia to introduce ozone therapy, Ortoimplant Dental Spa is equipped with top-notch devices such as BOZONE. Its main task is to supply more oxygen to the cells. With it, postoperative injuries heal by 8 times faster. The unique approach of the Dental Spa concept eliminates pain and swelling and reduces discomfort to a minimum.

**RESTORING BALANCE AND HEALTH**

After the procedure patient undergoes oxygen therapy and biomagnetic resonance that helps re-establish body harmony as well as proper bodily functions, thus restoring balance and health.
As an integral part of the Dental Spa concept, ZUU BAR is the first dental spa bar in Croatia where your smile really is valued more. A pleasant atmosphere, rich offer, harmonious colours of the interior and premium design, are not the only reason why ZUU BAR should become your favourite venue for morning coffee, business meeting or night out.

WHERE YOUR SMILE IS VALUED MORE

At ZUU BAR we welcome you with a smile, but also treat your beautiful smile with care. Try our excellent smoothies (especially apple and walnut flavour!) or have a sip of the perfect espresso and cappuccino.

You will be offered delicious soft buns and a healthy cheesecake that simply melts in the mouth. All of the above is provided to the patients of the Ortoimplant Dental Spa clinic to ensure a maximally pleasant recovery space. However, all other guests are more than welcome to enjoy the offer and atmosphere of ZUU BAR.

FASTER RECOVERY AFTER THE PROCEDURE

Since digestion begins in the mouth, it is important to pay attention to the type of food and drinks we consume at the beginning of and during the day. This especially refers to eating after more complex dental procedures, such as All-on-4 and Zygoma All-on-4. Despite being perfect for teeth restoration in toothless jaws, these methods of implant placement have certain dietary guidelines that need to be respected after the procedure to ensure successful titanium implant adjustment.

However, this does not mean you cannot enjoy food – at ZUU BAR you can find treats that will make your recovery easier so that your future smile could shine in full splendour.
Nicotine is bad for your teeth

In addition to the already well known consequences of smoking, did you know that nicotine, besides colouring teeth, also causes poor blood circulation and slows down healing? That is why ZUU BAR is non-smoking bar, all with the aim of supporting the patients of Ortoimplant Dental Spa clinic in maintaining a beautiful smile.
Our body shaping centre will get you back in the best shape at the speed of light!

We cannot discuss absolute health if that health does not include a healthy and harmonious body. Excess weight and dangerous visceral fat in the abdominal area indicate homeostatic imbalance. This results from our lifestyle – bad habits, stress, fast food, irregular meals, carbonated beverages, alcoholic drinks and sedentary lifestyle...

Bodyforming Institute was developed from Dr. Trampuš’s idea, as part of the unique Dental Spa concept. It has become a health and beauty centre where the popular expression “a healthy spirit in a healthy body” is taken seriously and becomes the pillar of the centre’s activity. The method invented by Dr. Trampuš is based on the latest scientific findings on nutrition, body shaping and restoring natural hormonal balance.

WE HELP RESTORE HORMONAL BALANCE

Hormones influence all physiological processes in the body – metabolism, mood, immune system, fertility, sleep regulation and cognitive processes... There isn’t a single bodily process in which hormones do not play a role. The same with losing weight and body shaping – hormones have a part in these activities as well. It is known that hormones can affect both gain and loss of fat tissue. For example, during the weight loss process, it is highly important to balance insulin and cortisol (the stress hormone) as well as stimulate production of growth hormone that helps build muscle mass, melts fat and rejuvenates the body in general.

BASED ON PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

By observing the changes in his own body that resulted from natural hormonal balancing, individualized dietary guidelines and workout program designed by Croatian bodybuilding champion Marijan Mesec, Dr. Trampuš has gotten back in shape, which has proved extremely helpful and effective in performing demanding dental procedures that sometimes last for hours.
Our knowledge – your dedication and success is guaranteed!

If you want to get your body in shape with the Body-forming Institute method, sign up for free consulting and let our experts provide you with the best individualized advice. Our team of experts will lead you through the body shaping process and help you get fit again.

“When it comes to body shaping, the best methods are developed from personal experience, and the method we use at the Bodyforming Institute has helped me get back in shape within the shortest time period, as well as eliminate excess fat tissue and restore body balance. Results like these could never be achieved if any of the factors crucial in the body shaping process had been excluded – diet, individualized workouts or hormonal balancing”

Dr. Zdenko Trampuš, DDS
CROATIA
YOUR NEW HEALTH DESTINATION

THE SUN, SEA AND ADRIATIC COAST – IF THESE ARE THE ONLY THINGS YOU ASSOCIATE WITH CROATIA, THINK AGAIN!

Excellent geographic position, as well as good traffic connections (road, air and sea transport), intact natural beauty, long tourism tradition and wide-known Croatian hospitality are the reasons that every year, increasingly more tourists visit Croatia. Due to the natural health factors of its location and good quality of healthcare services, Croatia has become an all-year-round, popular health tourism destination.

Visiting Croatia is a great way to combine pleasure with usefulness – as you leave the Ortoimplant Dental Spa clinic with your new smile, just go on and create wonderful memories that will keep you smiling all the way. There are indeed so many reasons for a smile – starting with Zagreb, known as “Little Vienna” among Croatians. As soon as you leave Ortoimplant Dental Spa, just proceed along the Ilica Street which will take you right to Ban Jelačić Square, the very centre of the city. From there you can start collecting memorable moments.

Going further outside of Zagreb, visit the green Zagorje region, where every hill is hiding a castle, and every valley brings a source of healing thermal water. More towards the East, where Danube kisses the sky, you will discover the golden fields of Slavonia crossing paths with the towers of cathedrals in Đakovo and Osijek.

Then you can steer your way towards the seaside, and as you pass through the beautiful region of Gorski Kotar, be sure to visit its famous pearl – Plitvice Lakes. See for yourself why Istria is called “Croatian Tuscany”, Kvarner the “Healing Garden of Europe”, and Opatija the “Nice of Adriatic”. The magnificent Pula Arena originates from the era of the first Roman emperor, Augustus. In addition, Split boasts another imperial monument – Diocletian’s Palace. The majestic Cathedral of St James in Šibenik, Sea organ in Zadar, national parks Krka and Kornati, and memorable Dubrovnik, the “Pearl of Adriatic” are only some of the places we highly recommend to visit while you are visiting Croatia and Ortoimplant Dental Spa.
See for yourself...

...why Istria is called “Croatian Tuscany”, Kvarner the “Healing Garden of Europe”, and Opatija the “Nice of Adriatic”

Explore Croatia

The Mediterranean climate and natural beauties are certainly among the most well-known Croatian gems; however, the country has so much more to offer – therefore, start exploring!
The political and cultural centre of Croatia will delight you with its architecture and monuments dating from various historical periods, as well as with its abundant offer of cultural and social happenings. Summer or winter, the atmosphere in the streets is always lively and it is one of the top reasons why Zagreb was two years in a row voted the European Best Christmas destination according to the European Best Destinations website.

Take a walk along Zagreb’s parks, enjoy sitting on the grass at Zrinjevac Park, visit one of the numerous Zagreb museums, discover the Secrets of Grič or just enjoy a leisure walk and exploring Upper Town. You will be equally impressed by the Cathedral of Zagreb. Be sure not to miss the local gastronomy – surprise your palate with fresh local products you will find at Dolac Market, or visit some of the lovely restaurants and coffee shops along the most vibrant city street – Tkaličićeva Street. When you are in for an adventure, Zagreb is an excellent starting point to explore its surroundings which boasts fairy-tale like forts and castles, picturesque villages and vine roads, as well as healing green spa.

However, the rich offer of the Croatian capital does not stop here, because its popular tourist sites are nicely complemented with health tourism services – many private and public clinics, as well as health centres with their professional staff, exceptional service quality and competitive prices make the Croatian capital the centre of medical excellence.

On top of that, your future dental care practice of choice, Ortoimplant Dental Spa, is located in Zagreb!
PERFECT SMILE
IN JUST TWO VISITS

YOU MUST BE WONDERING HOW MANY VISITS WILL BE NECESSARY AND FOR HOW LONG YOU WILL NEED TO STAY IN ZAGREB TO GET YOUR PERFECT SMILE?

The procedure requires two stays in Zagreb, 10 days for your first visit, and 5 days for the second.

YOUR FIRST VISIT
In the first 10 days of your stay, during your first visit to Ortoimplant Dental Spa, we will perform the following:

- First check-up with complete photo, RTG and 3D diagnostics, as well as making impressions of your bite to provide temporary teeth
- Surgical procedure under conscious sedation
- Removing stitches

YOUR SECOND VISIT
During your second visit to Ortoimplant Dental Spa, we will perform the following:

- Making impressions for permanent prostheses
- Finishing your highly aestheticized prostheses that will fully resemble natural teeth

Do not forget, because of our special approach to patients and our unique Dental Spa concept, postoperative recovery will not be overly demanding, and Ortoimplant Dental Spa will make sure that your stay in Croatia is as pleasant as possible. Thus, you will return home with both new teeth and wonderful memories.

SEE YOU IN ZAGREB, BECAUSE YOUR NEW SMILE IS READILY AVAILABLE FOR YOU TO COME AND GET IT!
I am extremely satisfied with the procedure, the final result is much better than expected; my new teeth feel almost natural. Dr. Trampuš has gathered a team of brilliant experts who work with passion – which is felt and acknowledged by patients and that kind of approach contributes to therapy success and final results.

Branko Zadnik, Slovenia

Before I go back to London, just a quick thanks from the heart for everything the team did for me while I was staying in Zagreb. I am highly satisfied with their professional approach and kindness, and of course, with the final result. I will gladly visit the clinic again, and I will definitely, without thinking twice, recommend Ortoimplant not only to my Croatian friends but also the ones in England.

Tanja, Great Britain

When I first came to Zagreb and met Dr. Zdenko Trampuš and his team, I realised I had made the right decision and won the jackpot! I will not even mention the price I would pay for the same type of services in Italy, I am really satisfied with both the price and appearance of my new teeth, as well as with the attentiveness and hospitality of the entire team.

Anna Berardi, Italy

I am happy and satisfied with the result, which were absolutely the right decision and the best investment in my entire life. The entire Ortoimplant team is wonderful, and now I can finally enjoy the first days of my new life. Thank you all who have treated me and “spoiled” me!

Tatjana Mimberg, Germany